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Introduction
Despite recognition that college-aged students are particularly at-risk for experiencing
abusive relationships (Fisher, Cullen & Turner, 2009; Leonard, Quigley & Collins, 2002; Sellers
& Bromley, 1996; Schwartz & DeKeseredy, 1997; Strauss, 2008), the creation and
implementation of impactful campus-based educational programming remains a challenge.
Some colleges and universities are teaching domestic violence by adding specific courses or
even whole programs on the topic, but more frequently the academic coverage of this topic
comes from units or event one-time lectures within specific courses. Those programs that address
the issue more extensively tend to be directed at the graduate level (see for example University
of Central Florida, University of Colorado at Denver, etc.). Due to the siloed nature of higher
education, rarely are curricular approaches to domestic violence education interdisciplinary in
nature (Astin & Astin, 2000; Harkavy, 2006). Yet it is clear that a true understanding of the
issues and dynamics related to domestic violence necessitates a multi-disciplinary approach
(Allen-Meares, 1998; Colarossi & Forgey, 2006; Hall & Weaver, 2001; Retkin, Stein & Draimin,
1997; Weinstein, 1999). Further, it is hard to believe that ad-hoc approaches reach the masses of
students who might at some point in their lives experience or be impacted by abuse, nor those
who wish to get involved (Fisher, Cullen & Turner, 2009).
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Similarly, while campuses often provide programming outside of the curriculum on the
topic of domestic violence, often through their Student Affairs or other non-academic units, such
programs also typically fail to reach a large percentage of students. Oftentimes, these events are
required for student-athletes or fraternity or sorority members (Anderson & Danis, 2007).
Although that is logical, given the over-representation of these groups in abusive relationships,
educators know that often fail to internalize, or may actively resist, information when it is made
mandatory. Further, one-time events are far from adequate to change perceptions and beliefs, let
alone to challenge the social norms that underlie abuse. Domestic violence is a complex issue
that involves patriarchal social norms, gender expectations, intersecting inequalities, and legal,
policy, and advocacy implications. One-off events or event short academic units simply cannot
address the issue thoroughly. And, importantly, such cursory attempts fail to inspire students to
take action to help end abuse.
It is clear that domestic violence, what former UN Secretary General Kofi Annan called
“perhaps the most shameful” and “most pervasive” human rights violations (Shabazz, 2006), are
impediments to the development of more peaceful communities. Colleges and universities, then,
must work to improve the ways they teach about domestic violence. What is needed is a campuswide, holistic approach that integrates numerous disciplinary areas but that also goes beyond the
confines of the classroom. Such a program would inspire students to get involved at the campus,
community, or national level. An impactful domestic violence awareness program would bring
campuses together with community providers, allowing students opportunities for service
learning and providing useful skills for the community. In sum, a holistic domestic violence
educational initiative would follow Cannon (2011) in that it would be based on the concepts of
thinking, caring, and acting.
How to do so is the million dollar question. This article highlights the ways that campusbased domestic violence educational efforts can draw on the rich literature in peace education to
build such programs. It presents a case study of one campus-based program that utilizes peace
education concepts and practices to raise awareness about domestic violence.
Curricular Concerns
Although domestic violence can be addressed in numerous disciplinary areas, it is often
not. Or, when it is, it is done in a cursory way that leaves students ill-prepared to understand the
issue. Even in disciplinary areas in which the topic is often addressed, research suggests there
remains much work to be done. For instance, Danis (2003) found that while 92 percent of BSW
and MSW-level social workers had worked with victims of domestic violence, more than half
felt their college education did not adequately prepare them.
Students in medical-related fields often receive some type of education about domestic
violence (Wilke & Vinton, 2003). This is important, but it is still limited, as most programs only
address the issue for one class period or perhaps during a short unit. Lecture is typically the only
mode of teaching (Alpert, Sege, & Bradshaw, 1998. Hamberger, 2007; Hamberger & Phelan,
2004). Thus students are passive recipients, rather than active learners. As a consequence, such
programs may teach about peace but fall short of teaching for peace (Finley, 2004).
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Many still see domestic violence as a “woman’s issue.” Often, these “women’s issues”
are still included largely as a part of specialized programs or courses. As Wilke and Vinton
(2003) explained, specialized programs or courses may reinforce the current dichotomy between
“mainstream curriculum” and “special populations” (p. 226). Clearly, it is problematic to chalk
domestic violence up to being only a woman’s issue. The effect may be that believe that only
women are victims of abusive relationships and that it is women’s responsibility to address the
problem. Further, it is generally only those students studying in the specific discipline who will
take those courses, again ensuring that the curricular reach is limited.
It is unusual to find any interdisciplinary programs or curricula in higher education that
address domestic violence (Astin & Astin, 2000; Harkavy, 2006). Faculty rarely have the
opportunity to work together to integrate any topic across disciplines. Most universities and
colleges are not structured to support holistic, collaborative education. Rather, most institutions
of higher education reinforce societal individualism (Astin & Astin, 2000; Finley, 2004; Palmer
& Zajonc, 2010; Sperber, 2000). Jasper (2002) explained that universities have, over the last
hundred or so years, increasingly been structured on a natural sciences model. This results in “…
a division of labor into departments and disciplines that only make sense if they correspond to
objective aspects of the world out there that can be divided into tiny fragments. It means
evaluation criteria that turn to the disciplines. Only other experts in your sub-subfield can judge
your work, so peer review is used not only for publications but also promotions…” Further,
“…hyperspecialization can be the death not only of creativity but of solid understanding,
for it is often the big picture that is most important. …The rare interdisciplinary seminar
is seen as fun, not an integral part of one's life as a scholar or teacher” (Jasper, 2002).
Interdisciplinary training and education is essential to enable people to work
collaboratively to help victims and to prevent abuse (Allen-Meares, 1998; Colarossi & Forgey,
2006; Hall & Weaver, 2001; Retkin, Stein & Draimin, 1997; Weinstein, 1999).
Increasing class sizes makes it is difficult, if not impossible, for professors to do much
but lecture. Lecture-based methods, what Freire (1970) called “banking education,” is often
conducted in auditorium-style arrangements that are not conducive to dialogue or group activity
(Sperber, 2000). Banking education is not well-suited to addressing issues like domestic
violence. Domestic violence is a social problem that is connected to patriarchy and authoritarian
systems of power and control. Teaching strategies that utilize the same power and control results
in a disjuncture between the message and the mode of presentation (Gardner, 1993).
Educators must be careful to address the root of the problem of domestic violence, rather
than contribute to the already widespread pathologizing of victims. Berns (2004) explained that
the dominant ideology or “frame” (Best, 1995) about domestic violence is victim-focused. This
easily leads to victim-blaming, whether overt or more subtle. Today, victims are told they must
“take back the power.” Berns (2004) critiqued this new “empowerment” model, asserting that,
“This focus may help build support for programs that help victims of domestic violence.
However, it does little to develop public understanding of the social context of violence and may
impede social change that could prevent violence” (p. 3). Alternately, real empowerment
involves, “an understanding that powerlessness is a result of structural and institutional forces
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that allow for inequality in power and control over resources. Therefore, empowerment should
be a process that aims to identify and change the distribution of power within a culture to achieve
social justice” (Berns, 2004, p. 154).
Another issue is that many professors are ill-equipped to deal with the emotional
difficulty of teaching about domestic violence (Gardner, 1993; Bent-Goodley, 2008; MurphyGeiss, 2008). Teaching about domestic violence may reopen wounds for those who have
experienced it while those without personal experience often find it intellectually difficult to
imagine, despite hearing statistics and theoretical explanations.
Research has found that students want more creative, engaged, thoughtful and reflective
assignments, in particular as it relates to understanding social inequalities and gender-based
violence (Bent-Goodley, 2008). Yet much of the “how to” work on teaching in more integrated
and engaging ways is focused on K-12 schools. As such, the pedagogical approaches that are
most effective with adult learners at the collegiate level are in need of further development
(Turay & English, 2008). This is where the vast literature on peace education and human rights
education (HRE) can be tremendously useful, as it provides a framework as well as practical
ideas on how to both inform and inspire students to transform their communities and their world
(Cannon, 2011; Dale & Kalob, 2006; Finley, 2011; Jenkins, 2007; Kester, 2010; Lin, 2006).
Concerns about Campus-Wide Programming
Many universities teach domestic and dating violence outside of the curriculum. Campus
programming around domestic and dating violence varies, but typically features one-type events,
like expert speakers or survivor panels. Surely such efforts are worthwhile, but they are probably
unlikely to result in wide-scale change in people’s understanding about gender-based violence.
For one, such one-time events rarely reach a substantial portion of the campus population.
Attendance is generally voluntary, or may be mandated for a small segment of the population,
like fraternity and sorority members. Thus presenters reach just a few already-interested students
or may be presenting to those who are disinterested but required to attend.
Additionally, one session or even a few seminars or workshops is not nearly enough to
address the complexity of domestic violence. From the scope and extent of the problem to forms
of abuse, to victim and offender characteristics, to warning signs and impact of abuse, to
resources and prevention, a true understanding of abuse must be much more extensive. One-time
events are unlikely to inspire students to take action to transform their own relationships, to assist
those in need, or to get involved with efforts to challenge social norms and structures that permit
abuse.
Sometimes, campuses hire experts or well-known names to present on issues like
domestic violence and sexual assault. These people are well-versed and dynamic speakers, but
they typically require significant honoraria and can only present one time. Further, hiring an
outside “expert” might send a message to students that domestic violence is a national problem
but not one in their community. Consequently, students may believe that no local activists or
advocates are working on addressing the issue, thus they leave the session unable to identify and
begin working with local social change movements. Further, students cannot see themselves as
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leaders in the movement to end abuse when they are always being taught by “experts.” As Astin
and Astin (2000) noted, many times people believe that the only student leaders on campus are
those that have some type of formal title. Those who do not may feel as though it is someone
else’s job, not theirs, to make a difference.
Additionally, campuses tend to present domestic and sexual violence in very binary and
negative ways. Programming stresses how “not” to be a victim or a perpetrator. Women in
particular are encouraged, and at some campuses they are required, to enroll in some type of selfdefense course. This serves to reinforce the individualized perspective of abuse (Berns, 2004;
Bumiller, 2008; Ferraro, 1996). That is, if women are taught where they should and should not
walk on campus, with whom they should associate, and how to fight back against an attacker, the
onus for ensuring they are not victimized is on them alone. Further, self-defense-based
approaches reinforce the misconception that women’s greatest risk is from a stranger. In reality,
women are at far greater risk from someone they are dating. Students find this emphasis on the
individual to be off-putting, as most do not see themselves as ever being a victim or a
perpetrator.
Limitations of the Educational Paradigm
Perhaps the primary barrier to more interdisciplinary, holistic, and action-oriented
domestic violence teaching is that higher education still largely uses traditional teaching methods
that are not conducive to transformative education. That is because, as Lin (2006) noted, our
current educational paradigm fails to teach whole persons. We do not teach in ways that allow
students to see themselves as being interconnected. Instead, we teach in ways that emphasize
separateness—body from minds and spirits, people from nature, each person from each other. As
Lin (2006) explained, “We have trained people to use their minds sharply but have largely
neglected to cultivate their hearts and souls with love and compassion” (p. xi).
Education today is often fragmented and divisive. It typically reifies a competitive,
capitalist social system, generally without critique. Some have called the present educational
paradigm militaristic. Militarism is “…the deep conditioning of the society to valorize military
cultures” (Feinman, 2000, p.11). It is a mindset or system of values that privilege hierarchy,
authority, obedience, discipline, pragmatism, efficiency, rationality, competition and force
(Feinman, 2000; Merryfinch, 1991). Eisler (2000) referred to this as dominator modeled. Kester
(2011) explained, “Our schools and nations intend to create democracy and community
interdependence, yet to do so educators often use tactics of war-making (e.g. obedience-drilling,
secrecy, and competitive games) that reflect more fully the very ideologies the school system
intends to transcend” (p. 5). Finley (2010) elaborated on how higher education is, if anything,
even more dominator-modeled than K-12 schools. Zajonk and Palmer, authors of the Heart of
Higher Education, told interviewer Scott Jaschik (2011) that higher education today has “an
impoverished and outdated view of reality (including ourselves), a truncated notion of knowing
and learning, and a cost-benefit approach to ethics.”
Peace Education: A Different Educational Paradigm
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The scholarship on peace education provides a different framework for teaching and can
help guide the creation of more impactful domestic violence awareness programs. Peace
education takes many forms, as Harris and Morrison (2003) explained and covers a range of
topics (Boulding, 1988; Reardon, 1988; Galtung, 1996; Harris & Morrison, 2003). Peace
education can, as Jenkins (2007) and Finley (2010) be either about peace, which emphasizes the
teaching of specific content, or it can be for peace, which focuses on inspiring students to
transform their beliefs, values, and actions towards a peacemaking and peace-building paradigm.
As Kester (2010) explained,
“peace education as a practice and philosophy refers to matching complementary
elements between education and society, where the social purposes (i.e. why teach),
content (i.e. what to teach), and pedagogy (i.e. how to teach) of the educative process are
conducive to fostering peace. Accordingly, peace education is a dialogical experience
conducted through participatory learning, where learners communally and cooperatively
grapple with contemporary issues (i.e. talking points) related to local and global contexts”
(p. 2).
Peace education should emphasize teaching positive peace. Positive peace is “a process
of disbanding structural conditions that foster systematic inequities and societal injustice.
Positive peace supports an agenda for greater equity, greater social justice and increased political
participation” (Grodofsky, 2012, p. 741). ). It involves humans cooperating to benefit all
(O’Kane, 1991). It is education that “enables learners to critically analyze the root causes of
violence, war, conflicts and social injustices, and develop alternatives to violence” (Turay, 2005,
p. 465).
Bajaj and Chiu (2009) explained that “peace education seeks to achieve human rights for
all by transforming students into agents of change for greater equity and social justice,” drawing
on multiple disciplines to educate for social justice and social responsibility. As Finley (2010)
noted, “Positive peace, then, encompasses the very things domestic violence advocates desire as
well. That is, to help victims live in a world in which they are safe, secure, and in control of their
own destiny.” Similarly, Fetherston and Kelly (2007) explained, that the goal of “…education
‘for’ peace is graduates who go on to work in the peace field, presumably adding to the strength
of ‘alternatives to violence’ voices around the world” (p. 263).
Ultimately, as Lin (2006) noted, we should seek to inculcate our students “peace
intelligence.” Peace intelligence is “a form of intelligence that is associated with a deep love for
all lives, a deep compassion for all existences, a courage and a conviction for unconditional
forgiveness and reconciliation. It is the ability to see others’ losses as our losses, others’ pain as
our own pain. It is cultivating the ability to coexist in a peaceful, respectful manner” (p. 68).
Similarly, Paul (1999) and Murphy-Geiss (2008) discuss the need for emotionally-engaged
education, a pedagogical approach that “can leave a long lasting, even transformative impression
on students that outlives the details of course content” (Murphy-Geiss, 2008, p. 378).
Human rights education (HRE) is a form of peace education intended to “prepare
students about human rights, for human rights, and towards a human rights consciousness. As
such, students can recognize social injustices (civic intelligence) and become advocates of such
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injustices (civic responsibility) evident in their immediate schools and communities” (Osanloo,
2009, p. 156). Opotow, Gerson, and Woodside (2010) asserted that the study of human rights can
encourage students to be morally inclusive, an attitude characterized by a willingness to “extend
fairness to others, allocate resources to them and make sacrifices that would foster their wellbeing” (306). HRE is, as Galtung (1996), explained, a method that teaches “peace by peaceful
means.”
Freire (1970) outlined a form of transformative learning he called conscientization.
Education should not prepare students to live in a world that is oppressive and disempowering,
according to Freire (1970). Rather, the goal of education should be to teach people to question,
challenge, and transform their world into one that is better, one that is more empowering and that
is socially just. As Fetherston and Kelly (2007) explain, such an education is “no longer ‘neutral’
but oriented towards the achievement of social justice and personal liberation” (p. 267).
Drawing on Freire’s (1970) work and that of peace educators, Turay and English (2008)
developed a transformative model for peace education (TMPE) for adult learners. Their model
includes celebrating the diversity of learners, participatory learning, globalized perspectives,
indigenous knowing, and spiritual underpinnings. According to Turay and English (2008),
transformative education begins with personal reflections and stories. Additionally, social change
projects and service learning activities help ignite students’ passion to help and develop their
leadership skills. Critical peace education has also emerged as a transformative approach built
on Freireian concepts. Bajaj (2008) explains that, in critical peace education, “attention is paid to
issues of structural inequality and empirical study aimed towards local understandings of how
participants can cultivate a sense of transformative agency assumes a central role.” Critical peace
education, according to Bajaj (2008) should emphasize depth over breadth, the “messiness” and
complexities of human rights issues, and analysis of asymmetrical power relations and their
impact not just on marginalized groups but on the entire society. Further, critical peace
education must include methods that do not impose violence by disempowering students (Bajaj,
2008; Brantmeier, 2011).
Transformative education will involve profound shifts in the ways we understand
ourselves and our world. It is developed through critical reflection and dialogue and emanates
from opportunities to encounter new information or experience something that disrupts our
current understanding (Fetherston & Kelly, 2007). Developing transformative education is not
easy. Given that young people have generally been educated in systems that are what Eisler
(2000) called dominator-modeled, they come to expect knowledge to be presented in
authoritarian, hierarchical ways. Challenges to this form of pedagogical practice may be met
with confusion, apathy or disdain. Professors must then engage in a practice of slowly peeling
back what Bourdieu (1977) called “habitus,” or the common-sense, taken-for-granted
assumptions about how education is done. Fetherston and Kelly (2007) explained that
challenging students’ assumptions and beliefs about how learning occurs may be “like peeling an
onion, and yet eventually leaving space for the self to see more thoroughly the effects of what is
taken for granted” and eventually translating “”into questioning other knowing about the world”
(p. 278).
Some in the field of social work have also begun to integrate peace education principles
and concepts into their pedagogy (Gil, 1998; Gradofsky, 2012; Ife, 2008; Reichert, 2001) and
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some scholars have done so in other fields like criminology (i.e., Pepinsky, 2000), but literature
does not suggest that peace education is widespread in areas outside of traditional peace studies.
Conceptualizing a Holistic, Transformative Domestic Violence Educational Program

To shift our educational paradigm from one that is militaristic and dominator-modeled to
one that is holistic and centered on peace and human rights will require both creativity and
collaboration (Finley, 2011; Krishnamurti; 1981; Palmer & Zajonc, 2010). Drawing on the
insights of peace educators and HRE, campuses can create transformative, holistic domestic
violence awareness programs that integrate traditional content knowledge as well as emotional
components like survivor’s stories, arts-based activities, multi-media to address the many
different learning styles, and wellness events. Further, a transformative, holistic domestic
violence awareness program should involve numerous disciplinary areas, including but not
limited to communications, public relations, marketing and business students, along with
medical, nursing, psychology, sociology, social work, political science, education and other
disciplines can and should be involved (Guigno, 2009; Keller & Otjen, 2007; Reese, 2004).
Further, such a program should integrate opportunities for students to design projects, to take
action to serve their communities, and to share what they have learned through peer education
initiatives. Students must be taught as if they are leaders in the effort to end abuse, not just
would-be victims or offenders. Bystander intervention efforts, then, are a mainstay of an
effective domestic violence awareness program (Banyard, Moynihan & Plante, 2007; Banyard,
Plante, & Moynihan, 2004; Burn, 2009; Casey & Ohler, 2012; McMahon & Farmer, 2009).
Involvement in real or life-like situations helps students see that it is not just the government’s
responsibility but that of each individual to ensure that we all have the human rights we deserve
(Print, Ugarte, Naval & Mihr, 2009).
Case Study of a Holistic, Transformative Domestic Violence Educational Program
Barry University, a Catholic, Liberal Arts university in Miami Shores, Florida, has built
an innovation domestic violence awareness and education effort that involves both curricular and
extra-curricular activities. Since 2006, the program has been organized through the collaborative
efforts of faculty in numerous disciplinary areas, as well as by staff and students. The program
involves year-round activities, with special emphasis in November and February. Although
October is National Domestic Violence Awareness Month, November was selected as a month of
focus because organizers noticed that students found it difficult to choose between involvement
in this program and other programs designed to raise awareness about breast cancer, disabilities,
and other issues featured that month. February is Teen Dating Violence Awareness Month as
well as the month of Valentine’s Day, a time when many are thinking about relationships and
thus ideal for discussing healthy ones. The program includes arts-based components, theater,
movement and physical activity, and film components, with the goal of reaching a diverse range
of students. Service learning is a key component of the program. Students are provided
opportunities to engage in service that not only addresses the issue of gender-based violence on
campus but also aides the community and victims in need. Through service learning and other
programmatic efforts, the community is engaged throughout the year.
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The arts are highly valued as a tool for teaching peace in that they prompt creative
thinking and stimulate learners’ affective responses (Byron, 2011; Cannon, 2011; Finley, 2011;
hooks, 1994;	
   Lin, 2006; Palmer, 1998). Research has demonstrated that the arts are a great way
to raise awareness about abuse, as they help us tap into our emotions. Arts can help those who
have experienced harm share their feelings. For those who have not, the arts can be a powerful
vehicle for understanding the emotional impact of abuse. As Knafo (2000) explained, the arts
help viewers “...bear witness to horrible events and to hold traumatic reality in consciousness”
(pp. 661-662). Art can be “raw and confrontational; it reaches out with a sense of urgency. It is
meant to invoke a visceral involvement in its audience” (Knafo, 2000, p. 663).
The Barry University program integrates several arts-based components. One of these is
the Clothesline Project. Started in Cape Cod, Massachusetts in 1990, the Clothesline Project
“…is a vehicle for women affected by violence to express their emotions by decorating a shirt.
They then hang the shirt on a clothesline to be viewed by others as testimony to the problem of
violence against women. With the support of many, it has since spread world-wide.” Additional
information is available at http://www.clotheslineproject.org/index.htm. The Clothesline Project
has been supported by evaluation research. For instance, Cheek, Rector and Davis (2007) found
the Clothesline Project to be a positive learning experience for social work students.
Barry University coordinates the Clothesline Project, generally during the month of
November. Each year, the Student Government Association hosts the effort in a major walkway
on campus. Typically, a fraternity or sorority assists. Students hang shirts that have already been
painted as a way to demonstrate the project and to encourage students to paint their own shirt.
Dozens of shirts are added to the line each year, creating a huge visible display. The display is
then used to initiate dialogue about abuse.
Another arts-based component is the Silent Witness Project, a national initiative intended
to raise awareness about abuse and, in particular, the fact that domestic violence can be lethal.
Life-size red cardboard cutout bearing breast plates that honor those in a community who have
been killed from domestic violence are used as “silent witnesses” in communities all over the
U.S. More information is available at http://www.silentwitness.net/index.htm
Since 2006, Barry University has collaborated with an area domestic violence agency to
display their silent witnesses around campus. The breast plates are changed annually to reflect
domestic violence homicide victims in Miami. It is a powerful way to remind the community that
abuse kills, and professors in various disciplines have used the witnesses for writing prompts and
to initiate research projects.
Peace educators note the importance of using multiple methods that meet the needs of all
styles of learners (Finley, 2011). Since so many students are visual learners, it is important to
integrate multimedia into a domestic violence awareness program. Many feature films and
documentaries address domestic violence that can be used in classes or as public screening and
dialogue events. Media Education Foundation offers a wealth of great documentary films
addressing various aspects of abuse and the social norms that allow it to continue. A simple
Google search reveals extensive lists of feature films and documentaries that address domestic
violence.
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Barry University’s program always involves at least one film screening. Often, these are
“Dinner and a movie” events in which food is provided to attendees. One year we featured the
film Slumdog Millionaire then facilitated a dialogue about abuse as a global human rights issue.
A local domestic violence survivor of Indian origin made some tasty Indian snacks. Students
enjoyed the dialogue and were happy to be able to support a survivor. In 2012, Barry University
coordinated a screening of the Academy Award-winning documentary Saving Face, which
addresses acid attacks.
Throughout the country, physical activities like 5K walks are used to raise funds for
domestic violence services. Barry University has coordinated some slightly different events,
however. In 2012 and again in 2013, the university hosted a Zumba event to raise awareness.
Zumba originated in South Florida and is widely popular. Some 100 people attended the Zumba
classes each year. Information about abuse was placed around the room and during breaks,
organizers shared more information about the issue and about local services.
Another component of a holistic, transformative domestic violence awareness program
involves reaching out to the community. Critical peace educators (Bajaj, 2008; Brantmeier,
2011; Cannon, 2011) call on educators to help their students understand local human rights
issues related to power and difference through active collaborations in the community. Recent
institutional interest in global citizenship and civic responsibility illustrates a commitment to
learning in ways that extend beyond the classroom, with an ultimate goal of bringing about social
change (See Mayhew & Fernandez, 2007; Miller, Beliveau, DeStigter, Kirkland, & Rice, 2008).
Service learning and community engagement projects beyond our institutional locations
represent best practices in achieving these outcomes. According to the National Service-learning
Clearinghouse (2013), “Service-learning is a teaching and learning strategy that integrates
meaningful community service with instruction and reflection to enrich the learning experience,
teach civic responsibility, and strengthen communities.” Service-learning and community
engagement bring together “academic” expertise with experiential learning to create new ways of
viewing the world (Erickson & O’Connor, 2000; Mitchell, 2008; O’Grady, 2000). Further, these
opportunities afford students, faculty, and community members with the ability to engage in real
situations with real people with real possibilities for social justice education.
Additionally, having students teach young people about abuse is a well-recognized
strategy for community change. The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) (2010)
has called peer education models a promising practice in violence prevention, and research has
shown that peer education programs help change students’ attitudes about sexual assault and
domestic violence (Smith & Welchans, 2000). Barry University started a domestic violence peer
education program in 2011-2012, with support from an Avon Foundation grant. Graduate
students studying counseling were trained to present to college and high school youth about
dating and domestic violence. They presented to student groups and classes on campus as well as
at local conferences and to area high schools. Building on the literature cited earlier in this paper,
the peer education program utilizes a bystander intervention approach that encourages
participants to see themselves as agents of change who can intervene to stop abuse (CDC, 2010).
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In 2012-13, a grant from the City of North Miami has supported additional peer-led sessions to
local youth.
A key component of peace education, and, as such, of a holistic, transformative program,
is that it inspires action (Brantmeier, 2011; Cannon, 2011; Finley, 2011; Lin, 2006). Gardner
(1993) noted the importance of student-initiated social change projects. Service learning allows
students to make connections to one another and to develop a sense of empathy and pride
(Koliba 2000). Further, it helps students develop critical analysis and writing skills, better see
connections between theory and practice (Alberle-Grass, 2000; Kuh, 1995; Parker-Gwin, 1996;
Roschelle, Turpin, & Elias, 2000), and see themselves as part of the community, not just the
campus. Students who participate in service learning related to domestic violence or other social
issues may be more likely to enter careers in the non-profit sector and advocacy organizations
(Alberle-Grass, 2000). Roschelle, Turpin and Elias (2000) argued that religious-based
institutions that include social justice in their missions, as is the case of Barry University, are
particularly well-suited for this type of service learning.
The primary service learning vehicle at Barry University is the College Brides Walk
(CBW). The following portion of the article describes the College Brides Walk and its service
learning component, as well as the ways that it promotes peace through community collaboration
to address domestic and dating violence.
The College Brides Walk
The goal of CBW is to raise awareness about dating and domestic violence. Further,
recognizing the many misconceptions about abuse, CBW helps accurately identify who can be a
victim, why abuse occurs, and its impact. Importantly, CBW is intended to provide a vehicle for
campuses and communities to work together in the effort to help victims and to prevent abuse.
The idea of a Brides March began more than a decade ago, when Josie Ashton, a South
Florida activist and a college student at the time, became outraged upon hearing about the brutal
murder of Gladys Ricart. Gladys Ricart, a Dominican woman, was killed by an abusive exboyfriend on September 26, 1999, just moments before she was supposed to marry another man.
Ricart was in her wedding gown posing for photographs with her closest loved ones when
Agustin Garcia barged in and shot her point blank. Ashton obtained permission from the Ricart
family to walk in Gladys’ memory, then walked from the New Jersey home where Ricart was
killed to Miami, Florida, wearing her own wedding gown and carrying signs denouncing abuse.
She stayed in 14 domestic violence shelters and visited 22 cities, facilitating dialogue about
abuse. Ashton’s efforts have inspired annual Brides Marches in New York, Wisconsin,
Washington, D.C. and now Florida and the Dominican Republic. Media typically covers the
Brides Marches, which is essential in prompting public discussion about a topic that is still too
often taboo.
In 2010, Ashton met with several colleagues at South Florida colleges and plans began to
start a Brides March on a college campus. The first CBW was held on February 11, 2011.
Attendees included students, faculty and staff from Barry University and four other South
Florida colleges and universities, as well as community members. Some 300 people met for
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opening ceremonies, which featured survivor’s stories, activist’s efforts, and support from local
officials. Approximately 100 proceeded to walk the 7.5 mile course, which wove through some
of the busiest streets in Miami. Many participants wore wedding attire. After the walk,
participants ate dinner, and had the opportunity to interact with community providers of services
to victims of domestic and dating violence. In 2012, the 2nd Annual College Brides Walk
featured a similar format but different speakers. Despite a heavy rain, close to 400 people
attended the event in year two. In 2013, more than 450 people attended the event, with some 200
walkers, again despite inclement weather.
While the walk itself is impactful, the inspiring survivor stories allow attendees to see
victims as human beings. Attendees hear their pain and suffering, yet also see their amazing
resilience. Survivors describe horrific physical, sexual and emotional abuse. Given the goal of
correcting misconceptions about who can be a victim, organizers select a diverse array of
survivors to speak at the event. Further, the stories all emphasize the role each individual must
play in making social change to end abuse. One of the speakers in year one was the mother of a
young man who, with his friend, was murdered by the friend’s ex-boyfriend while attending a
Florida university. Despite numerous attempts to contact police about being stalked by the exboyfriend, no action was taken. The young man’s mother went on to spearhead the creation and
passage of critical legislation related to dating violence in Florida. In year two, a speaker
discussed the connection between domestic and dating violence and animal abuse and shared her
local activism to help the pets of abused women. Year two also featured a student-led mid-walk
program. A student who had grown up witnessing abuse and had recently lost a cherished friend
to a senseless act of violence led a solemn balloon release in which attendees could write or say
something to those they had lost to violence. In year three, Grammy-nominated Latin artist Elain,
an ambassador for the United Nation’s UNiTE program, performed at the opening event while a
powerpoint slideshow featuring pictures of those who in the last year had lost their lives to
domestic violence played. There was not a dry eye in the room and thus, consistent with the
work of Lin (2006) and Noddings (2004) and others, the program served to stimulate emotional
responses and develop attendees’ sense of caring, love and justice.
Students can earn service learning credit for participating in the College Brides Walk.
Students in Perspective Consciousness and Social Justice (SOC 200), a required course for
students whose majors are in the Arts and Sciences at Barry University, are offered the
opportunity to complete the ten hours of service learning required for the course by assisting
with and participating in the College Brides Walk. The emphasis in SOC 200 is on equality and
justice. The course critiques systems of thought which conceive of inequality as natural,
promotes understanding of the ways institutions perpetuate inequality, and helps illuminate the
experiences of disadvantaged or marginalized groups. The course is structured around the
Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR). SOC 200 is intended to provide students with
a better understanding of what it means to be an activist, and through the service learning
requirement, provide opportunities for activism that is tied to course content. The course, then,
was developed based on principles of critical peace education and human rights education.
Students can earn service credit the day of the event as well as before it. Before the
event, students help to create banners and decorations that feature statistics and catchy phrases
related to identifying, responding to, and preventing abuse. Students doing this work must
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conduct research, using credible sources to identify current and factual data about abuse. Some
work in small groups to create poster boards addressing specific facets of abuse, such as male
victims and victims with disabilities. Students can also assist with outreach to local elementary,
middle and high school classes. With a trained adult (either an organizer or one of the graduate
peer educators), students go to community organizations and to schools to talk to young people
about abuse and to engage them in artistic activities, like the Clothesline Project. Many of the
schools and groups reached through these efforts then attend the CBW.
On the day of the event, students earn service hours by helping to set up all the visual
displays, posters, and painted t-shirts. They also help the local organizations that are tabling at
the event and provide tours for the high school groups who attend. Further, students have the
option of actually participating in the walk. Those who choose not to walk must attend additional
training about domestic violence, along with other community members. All students earning
service hours are required to listen to the speakers before the event so as to hear the authentic
voices of victims. In all, more than 100 students elected to complete their service learning hours
with the College Brides Walk in the first year. Some 150 did so the second year, and a similar
number in year three.
At the end of the term, students are required to write a journal-style paper in which they
reflect on what they did and how it connects to class material. Student papers indicate that those
who participate learned much about the prevalence of domestic and dating violence, who is most
likely to be victimized, the warning signs of abuse, how to support victims, and how they can get
involved locally to stop abuse. Most comment on the horror that victims endure and are
tremendously moved by the speakers’ courage. Many describe enjoying being part of a critical
mass that brings the message from the campus to the community.
Professors teaching the course guide students in seeing the ways that domestic and dating
violence are related to structural inequalities (Bajaj, 2008; Brantmeier, 2011). While each
student’s paper is unique, most are able to connect what they learned about abuse to class
material on gender, highlighting how women are more likely to be victimized due to gender role
norms that still tend to stress aggressive masculinity and passive femininity. Some also draw
connections between other inequalities like poverty and racism, showing how these influence
who is most at risk for victimization and the likelihood that they will be able to access
appropriate local resources to obtain and maintain safety. Most importantly, students note the
importance of a community response in order to respond to and hopefully prevent domestic and
dating violence. As such, students are learning to see the importance of localized understandings
and localized responses to human rights issues like domestic violence (Bajaj, 2008; Bajaj &
Chiu, 2009; Freire, 1970).
Conclusion
Barry University’s holistic program, and in particular the College Brides Walk, has been
developed and implemented from a framework of critical peace education, transformative peace
education, and human rights education. It has been very successful in terms of participation and
media attention. Local and even national televised and newspaper media have covered the event
each year, with year three receiving coverage from as far away as Chicago.
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Each year, the program becomes even more community-based, helping to bridge the
difficult college-community gap (Boyer, 1996). Planning is about to begin for the 4th annual
College Brides Walk, and the program continues to expand in scope and in collaboration, with
new efforts on campus being led by counseling, social work, nursing and psychology students.
Off-campus, additional colleges, universities, K-12 schools and community partners continue to
agree to help. Collaborations with Women of Tomorrow Mentor and Scholarship Program,
Honey Shine Mentoring, and a local girls school (Young Women’s Preparatory Academy)
resulted in almost 200 high school girls attending workshops before the 3rd year CBW as well as
scheduling ongoing sessions for additional training on topics related to women’s human rights
and domestic and dating violence.
Several years into these efforts, what is needed next is a more systemic evaluation of the
program and its impact on social norms. It is clear from students’ service learning papers and
from other feedback throughout the seven years that attendees to these programs learn a lot, but
is not entirely how and to what degree that translates into changed behaviors. Anecdotally, more
students have sought to get involved as volunteers at local domestic violence centers, but a more
comprehensive analysis would be useful. An important addition to the 3rd and upcoming 4th year
CBW is the development of a community-based research project (CBR) that provides students
the opportunity to create, implement, and analyze survey results at the walk. This work is
supported by a Barry University mini-grant and will serve as the starting point for ongoing
assessment of the program’s impact. Strand et al. (2003) define CBR as “collaborative, changeoriented research that engages faculty members, students, and community members in projects
that address a community-identified need” (5). CBR is a form of participatory action research
that critiques the rigidity of Western social science research and its’ emphasis on objectivity and
the authority of researchers over research “subjects” (Strand et al., 2003). CBR has been
promoted as a useful tool for evaluating domestic violence educational programming (Bell et al.
2004; Bowes 1996).
Although the program is still evolving, it is an exciting attempt to integrate peace
education, HRE and service learning to raise awareness about domestic violence. The CBR
project is an important element to benefits students and community and that will help the
program refine and expand. Through continued and expanded collaboration, research, and
service, it is hopeful that the program at Barry University can not only reduce the amount of
abuse in the Miami Shores area, but that it can serve as a model for other campuses wishing to
create more holistic, transformative programs.
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